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Disclaimer & advisories
Disclaimer
You must read the following before continuing. The following applies to this document, the presentation of the information in this document any question‐and‐answer session that may follow, and any additional documents

handed out in relation to the presentation (collectively, the "Presentation"). In viewing the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions and you represent that you are able to view this Presentation

without contravention of any legal or regulatory restrictions applicable to you.

Jadestone Energy plc (the “Company“, “Jadestone“, or “JSE“) has issued this Presentation and has provided the information in the Presentation, which it does not purport to be comprehensive and which has not been fully

verified by the Company, or any of its employees. shareholders, directors, advisers, agents or affiliates. Neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisors give, have given or

have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written

or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as "Information") and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed to the fullest extent permitted by

applicable law. Accordingly, neither the Company, nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or

implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the fairness, accuracy, reliability, completeness or correctness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or

misstatements (negligent or otherwise) or for any other communication, written or otherwise, made to anyone in, or supplied with, the Presentation to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law.

This Presentation is for information purposes only and should not be considered as the giving of investment, tax, legal or other advice or recommendation by the Company, or by any of its respective shareholders, directors,

officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this Presentation does not constitute or form part of any invitation or inducement to engage in any investment activity nor shall it form a recommendation or inducement to

or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for any securities or any business or assets of the Company described herein in the United Kingdom, the United

States of America (“United States”) or any other jurisdiction. Neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of, or be relied in any connection with, any contract or investment decision or any

commitment whatsoever. The reader must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, no representation or

warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, management estimates, prospects or returns and any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant

elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters. Accordingly, neither the Company nor its shareholders, directors, advisers, agents or affiliates shall

be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage suffered by any person as a result of relying on any statement or omission in, or supplied with, the Presentation or in any future communications in connection

with the Presentation to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law.

The information in the Presentation is made as of the date hereof and the Company undertakes no obligation to provide the reader with access to any additional information or to correct any inaccuracies herein which may

become apparent save as may be required by applicable law or the AIM Rules for Companies. This Presentation may not, except in compliance with any applicable exemption under applicable securities law, be taken or

transmitted into any jurisdiction or distributed to any person resident in any jurisdiction. The distribution of this Presentation in, or to persons in, a jurisdiction may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this

Presentation comes should inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.

Statements contained in the Presentation describing documents and agreements are surmises only and such surmises are qualified in their entirety by reference to such documents and agreements. Past performance of the

Company or its shares cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance.

The content of the Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended (“FSMA”). Reliance on the Presentation for the purpose of

engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested. Any person who is in any doubt about the subject matter to which the Presentation relates

should consult a person duly authorised for the purposes of FSMA who specialises in the acquisition of shares and other securities.

Forward looking statements and information 
This Presentation includes forward looking statements and information (collectively “forward looking statements”), within the meaning of applicable securities legislation. The forward-looking statements contained in this

Presentation are forward looking and not historical facts.

Some of the forward looking statements may be identified by statements that express, or involve discussions as to expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, assumptions or future events or performance (often, but not always,

through the use of phrases such as “will likely result”, “are expected to”, “will continue”, “is anticipated”, “is targeting”, “estimated”, “believe”, “intend”, “plan”, “guidance”, “objective”, “projection”, “aim”, “goals”, “target”,

“schedules”, and “outlook” or other similar expressions that are predictive or indicative of future events or the negative thereof.

All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this Presentation, including without limitation, those regarding the Company’s financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of management for

future operations (including development plans and objectives relating to the Company’s business) are forward looking statements. In particular, forward looking statements in this Presentation include, but are not limited to

statements regarding: (a) oil and gas demand and pricing within Asia Pacific; (b) timing to complete the acquisition and transfer of Maari operatorship, the financial benefits of the acquisition of the Maari Project, the Company’s

operations and further acquisitions within New Zealand; (c) operational performance and costs, the timing and results of infill drilling and well workovers, and further exploration and development activities related to Montara and

Stag; (d) the timing through design phase (FEED, FDP studies, GSAs) for Nam Du and U Minh; (e) projections for Nam Du and U Minh project sanction, FPSO award, gas price, first gas date and pipeline capacity; (f) further

exploration and development activities related to Nam Du; (g) timing for final investment decision for the Lemang project; (h) projections for the Lemang project capex, performance and first gas date; (i) the impact of hedging

instruments; (j) timing and application of dividends; (k) projections on oil and gas production, spending and cash flow; (l) quantum of tax obligations; and (m) performance on ESG targets. Because actual results or outcomes

could differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking statements, the reader should not place any reliance on any such forward looking statements.

By their nature, forward looking statements involve numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, and other factors which contribute to the possibility that the predicted outcomes will not

occur. Some of these risks, uncertainties and other factors are similar to those faced by other oil and gas companies and some are unique to Jadestone. If one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialise, or if any

underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the Company's actual results may vary materially from those expected, estimated or projected.

In addition, statements relating to “reserves” and “resources” are deemed to be forward looking statements as they involve the implied assessment based on certain estimates and assumptions that the reserves or resources

described can be profitable produced in the future. There are numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating quantities of reserves and resources and in projecting future rates of production and the timing of development

expenditures. The total amount or timing of actual future production may vary from reserve, resource and production estimates.
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Advisories

Certain of the information in this Presentation is “financial outlook” as approved by the Company’s Board of Directors as at 9 February 2022 within the meaning of applicable securities laws. The purpose of this financial outlook

is to provide readers with disclosure regarding the Company’s reasonable expectations as to the anticipated results of its proposed business activities. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. The

forecast financial performance of the Company is not guaranteed. Readers are cautioned that this financial outlook may not be appropriate for other purposes, and should not place undue reliance on the forward-looking

statements which are based on the current views of the Company on future events.

Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected by the forward-looking statements presented in this Presentation are reasonable, the Company’s forward-looking statements have been based on assumptions and

factors concerning future events that may prove to be inaccurate. Those assumptions and factors are based on information currently available to the Company about itself and the businesses in which it operates. Information

used in developing forward looking statements has been acquired from various sources including third party consultants, suppliers, regulators and other sources.

The Company’s AIM Admission Document, annual report and the unaudited, condensed, consolidated interim financial statements for the six-month period ended 30 June 2021, and other documents filed with securities

regulatory authorities (accessible through the SEDAR website www.sedar.com) describe risks, material assumptions and other factors that could influence actual results and are incorporated into the Presentation by reference.

Any forward-looking statement speaks only as at the date on which this Presentation is made. The Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions, except as required by law,

including section 5.8(2) of National Instrument 51-102, to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect any change in the Company’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or

circumstances on which any statement is based.

New factors emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for management to predict all of such factors and to assess in advance the impact of each such factor on the Company’s business or the extent to which any factor, or

combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement. The impact of any one factor on a particular forward-looking statement is not determinable with

certainty as such factors are dependent upon other factors, and the Company's course of action would depend upon management’s assessment of the future considering all information available to it at the relevant time.

No profit forecasts
Nothing in this Presentation or in the documents referred to in it should be considered as a profit forecast. Past performance of the Company or its shares cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance.

Non-IFRS measures
This Presentation contains certain terms, which are non-IFRS financial measures, and which do not have a standardised meaning prescribed by IFRS. These non-IFRS financial measures are included because management uses

this information to analyse financial performance, efficiency and liquidity and it may be useful to investors on the same basis. Unlevered Free Cashflow is a non-IFRS measure which should not be considered an alternative to, or

more meaningful than “Net cash increase in cash and cash equivalents” as determined in accordance with IFRS, as an indicator of financial performance. Unlevered free cash flow is generated from earnings before tax, interest

and DD&A, less taxes, capital expenditures and changes in working capital. Unlevered free cashflow is presented to assist management and users of the financial statements in analyzing the ability of the business to generate

cash before financing activities. Because these non-IFRS financial measures do not have a standardised meaning prescribed by IFRS, they are unlikely to be comparable to similar measures presented by other companies and

should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures of performance prepared in accordance with IFRS.

Overseas Jurisdictions
Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States, its territories or possessions or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States, its territories or possessions. Neither this

document nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into Australia, Japan or the Republic of South Africa or to any securities analyst or other person in any of those jurisdictions. Any failure to comply with this restriction

may constitute a violation of United States, Australian, Japanese or South African securities law. The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this

document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.

Presentation 
Certain figures contained in this Presentation, including financial and oil and gas information, have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly, in certain instances, the sum or percentage change of the numbers

contained in the Presentation may not conform exactly with the total figure given. All currency is expressed in US dollars unless otherwise directed. This document has been prepared in compliance with English Law and English

courts will have exclusive jurisdiction over any disputes arising from or connected with this document.
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Jadestone 2022 Group guidance

Targeting ~36% production growth and ~10% opex reduction versus 2021

2022 guidance Comments

ESG Firm net zero commitment
⚫ Convert 2021’s published net zero ambition to a firm 

commitment later in H1 2022

Group production
15,500—18,500 boe/d

(~95% oil)

⚫ Stag infill drilling positively impacts Q4 2022 

production

⚫ Planned maintenance at Montara, Stag and PenMal

⚫ Excludes Maari ahead of clarity on closing timetable

Opex US$23.00—28.00/boe
⚫ c.10% reduction at the midpoint versus 2021

⚫ Excludes workovers

Capex US$90—105 million
⚫ Stag infill drilling in H2 2022

⚫ Initial Lemang development capex

Shareholder 

distributions

Maintain and grow in line 

with underlying cashflow 

generation

⚫ Additional distributions, via dividend and/or share buy-

backs, will be considered if oil price strength is 

sustained and operational delivery is robust

Summary
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2022 production guidance: 15,500—18,500 boe/d

36% increase excluding any contribution from Maari

⚫ ~36% increase on 2021 at mid-

point of the range

⚫ Valaris 107 scheduled for 

mobilisation to Stag in Q3 for infill 

drilling

⚫ Planned shutdowns for 

maintenance at Stag, Montara and 

PenMal

⚫ Guidance excludes Maari

― Maari expected at 4,500 – 4,700 

bbls/d (gross) production in 

2022

US$2.30/bbl spending 

rephased from 2020

Group guidance range: 

US$25.50 – 29.60/bbl

Annual production is weighted to H2 2022 following maintenance and infill drilling
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20,000

Group
2021A

Group
guidance

2022E

boe/d

Daily Group production, boe/d
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2022 opex/boe guidance: US$23.00—28.00/boe

Group opex/boe falls ~10% year-on-year at the midpoint

⚫ Year-on-year reduction in opex

partially offset by vessel 

inspection work scheduled for 

2022

⚫ Excludes workovers

― Montara: no major workovers 

planned in 2022.  R&M budget 

increased

― Stag: six workovers budgeted 

in 2022 

US$2.30/bbl spending 

rephased from 2020

Group guidance range: 

US$25.50 – 29.60/bbl

Decrease in group opex/boe largely from increased production and full year of 

PenMal contribution
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2022 capex guidance: US$90—105 million

Stag infills and initial Lemang development capex

~80% of capex is 

attributed to Montara 

H6 infill

Capex by asset, US$ million

⚫ 50H and 51H Stag infills form the 

largest portion of capex

― Takes advantage of Australian tax 

investment incentives

⚫ Assumes Lemang sanctioned in H1 

2022

⚫ Montara capex largely minor  

facilities upgrades 

― Produced water upgrade

― Subsea control system upgrade

⚫ PenMal debottlenecking and minor 

facilities upgrades 

― Produced water upgrade PM323

― Drilling long lead items

Majority of 2022 capex relates to the Stag infills and initial Lemang spending

50H & 51H infills Lemang Vietnam Montara Other and contingency

US$90 – 105 million
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Roadmap towards a net zero commitment  
Jadestone intends to introduce a net zero emissions target in H1 2022

Transition climate risks and opportunities deep dive (H2 2021)

Physical climate risks and opportunities deep dive (Q4 2021)

Portfolio climate scenario analysis (Q4 2021/Q1 2022)

Portfolio GHG emissions inventory (Q4 2021/Q1 2022)

Net Zero pathways (H1 2022)

Jadestone will evolve its strategy and disclosures to demonstrate a resilient business case and 

relevance in the face of the energy transition

Net zero aligned business strategy setting process (H1 2022)
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2022 Stag infill drilling

Optimising development plan with infill targets and donor wells pairing

Stag reservoir still has running room for further infill drilling

S-12H

S-45H

S-37H

S-25HS-44H

S-36H

S-43H

S-21H

S-17H

S-18H

S-40H

S-49H

S-50H
S-15HL2

S-51H

Active Producers Abandoned Producers Water Injectors Abandoned Injectors

S-48H

S-14H

S-13H

S-32H

Stag-50H 

(northwest): 

recover 

unswept oil 

between 37H 

and 38H 

wells, donor 

well 44H

Stag-51H 

(east): 

recover 

unswept oil 

between 12H 

and 15HL2 

wells, donor 

well 38H

2022 Infill Well 2022 Donor Well

S-38H

Contour Interval 5m
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2022 activities

Lemang PSC—Akatara development

H2 2021 2022

P
re

-s
a
n

c
ti

o
n

Ministerial decree allocating gas sales from Akatara field ✓

Announced acquisition of remaining 10% stake in Lemang PSC ✓

Akatara field gas sales agreement signed ✓

Debt financing discussions

Conclude LPG SPA

Conclude condensate sales scheme

FID Project sanction

P
o

s
t-

s
a
n

c
ti

o
n EPCI contract award

EPCI development

2023 drilling program preparation (3 well service, 2 workovers, 2 development wells)

On track for first gas in H1 2024
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Growth options

Looking to make progress in 2022

Comments

Lemang
⚫ EPCI tender process expected to conclude in Q1 22, followed by tender award in early Q2 22

⚫ Following award, focus in 2022 will be detailed engineering and long lead procurement

Nam Du / U Minh
⚫ Continue to press Petrovietnam and the government over progress on gas sales terms

⚫ Compelling rationale for development of ND/UM to backfill supply declines into Ca Mau

Maari
⚫ Crown Minerals Amendment Bill received Royal Assent in December 2021

⚫ Seeking clarity from NZP&M on any further steps needed to close the Maari acquisition

Inorganic growth

⚫ Exit of majors continues, lack of credible counterparties means limited competition

⚫ Improving quality and quantity of opportunities coming to the market

⚫ Maintaining strict investment criteria
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Group work programme

2022 & 2023 outlook

Asset Activity 2022 2023 

P
ro

d
u

c
ti

o
n

Montara/Stag
Production optimisation & opex

reductions

Montara Stag         

PenMal
Planned major 3-year cycle shutdowns

PenMal
Production optimisation & opex

reductions

W
e

ll
 o

p
e

ra
ti

o
n

s

Stag Infill drilling campaign (50H & 51H)

Montara Planning Skua 12/13 infills for 2024

PM 323 (East Belamut) Infill drilling campaign

D
e
v
e

lo
p

m
e

n
t

Lemang FID, development execution

Nam Du/U Minh Gas sales profile, GSA, FDP

Nam Du/U Minh FID, development execution

E
x

p
l’

n

Montara/Stag/PenMal/ 

ND/UM

Near field E&A evaluation, 

thereafter drilling


